
Speech Writing and Types of
Speeches

The importance of speech cannot be overstated, it is an inherited medium of delivering your thoughts in
the most powerful manner. Speech is one of the oldest mediums of knowledge spread; before the paper
was even invented, or even before humans learned to write, speech was there for them to communicate.
Speech is as old as the oldest language of the world and even today it is considered one of the most
influential ways of delivering your thoughts to an audience. Speeches are way more powerful than any
other medium because they contain more than one form of expression, that is, a write my paper piece of
information can only deliver your thoughts and the facts that you have embodied in that text, but a
speech is way deeper. Speech can also deliver your thoughts and the facts you want to deliver, but it
also contains the emotions of the speaker, the actions, the tone of voice, emotions, and speech can also
be instantly modified if the speaker finds that the current speech is not influencing enough.

We all have heard some speeches growing up, be that the revolutionary speech of Martin Luther King Jr.
or the orientation speech of Obama, or even a speech delivered by the coach or class teacher or the
principal, but we all have heard at least once in our lifetime and most of us would also have given some
speeches in their life. The influencing power of speech combined with its flexibility, and adoption has
made it one of the most sought-after ways of delivering one's thoughts and convincing the audience for
a particular cause. Speech is very common, but still, most of us do not know even half there is to know
about speech, and the reason being that speech compared to essay is very broad and the speaker
compared to the essay writer has to be relatively more prepared and more skilled to make the speech
worth listening to.
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Broadly speaking, speech is comparable to argumentative essays or analytical essays, because mostly
speeches are either arguing on the topic to convince their audience or they are presenting some facts
about the topic, but speeches are way more versatile than just these two types. There are around 10
main types of speeches that we all should know about so that we can choose the right speech type for
the right occasion.

Entertaining Speech

Entertaining speech is an informal type of speech that is oriented towards delivering the emotions of the
speaker to the audience. Here entertaining does not mean happiness or joyful, because entertaining
speeches can be the ones that make the audience cry and make them emotional. The most events
where paper writing service can deliver an entertaining speech are parties, celebrations, talks,
gatherings, graduation, and even funerals. All these events are concentrated towards humans, and
mostly, towards one specific person. For example, birthday parties are concentrated towards the one
who was born on that day, graduations are concentrated towards the passing classes et cetera. Hence an
entertaining speech could deliver the speaker’s emotions and feelings towards that person. There is no
one format or guideline on how to create an entertaining speech, except the fact that the content of the
speech should be heartfelt.

Informative speech

There are two very common types of speeches and informative speech is one of them. As the name
suggests, informative speeches are the type that informs the audience about one specific topic, but
there is no limit to what the topic could be. Informative speech consists of facts and figures, and
opposite to entertaining speech, there is minimal to no influence of the speaker's emotion in the speech.
An informative speech is the only one that resembles written essays a lot, and this is the reason that it
is one of the most common to be outsourced to a professional “write my essay” services and justifiably
this speech does not suffer if not written by the speaker themselves because a professional writer can
include better facts about the topics and can create better flow in the speech.

Demonstrative speech

Demonstrative speeches stand on the borderline of written manuals. This speech is used to deliver the
working principle of a machine or any other thing. As the name suggests, this speech is about
demonstrating anything, for example; demonstrating skills, demonstrating working dynamics et cetera.

Persuasive speech

Persuasive speech is the most common type of speech written by myperfectwords.com, it persuades the
audience on a particular topic or stance. Persuasive speech is not to be confused with a persuasive
essay, because the complete foundation of a persuasive speech is different from a persuasive essay
except for the fact that both these mediums try to convince the audience. Persuasive speech unlike a
persuasive essay, may not contain facts at all and may convince the audience on emotions alone, or it
may contain feelings as facts, for example, the killing of George Floyd felt like the death of my own
brother, this statement does not hold any factual significance, and hence cannot be included in a
persuasive essay, but if delivered correctly, this statement can be the highlight of your persuasive
speech.

Persuasive speech is dependent entirely upon the tone and variation of voice, the emotions of the
speaker, and the understanding of the audience. The audience plays a huge role in persuasive speech
because the speaker has to write the speech based on the audience and their feelings. Since feelings
and mode of delivery matter so much in persuasive speech, one cannot guarantee that a well-written
speech, even by a professional at “essay writing service”, can pursue the audience, it all depends upon
the speaker, I would say, it is 80% speaker’s effort and 20% writer’s.
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